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Free Developer 
Accounts for IP 
GeoPoint 
Now you can experience superior, industry leading IP decisioning data with 
a FREE Developer Account for IP GeoPoint.

Discover why so many businesses rely on IP GeoPoint to gain independent, 
real-time insights into each website or network visitor as  
they connect, based only on the IP address of their device. Designed for use 
in decisioning workflows, the data includes invaluable information about the 
location of the user — in many cases down to the postal code — as well as 
insights into how they are  connecting to the Internet and the organization 
responsible for the IP address.

  If you’re new to decisioning flows, you’ll see how instantaneous user 
insights reduce risks and improve outcomes — for both registered and 
unregistered users

  If you’re new to IP data, you’ll discover how these important insights 
add depth, granularity and value to your decisioning flows

  If you’re using data from another provider, you can conduct direct 
comparisons to learn how authoritative IP data drives improved 
outcomes for more interactions

The standard of excellence in IP decisioning data, IP GeoPoint is powered 
by a robust database that is continually updated by a global data collection 
network and curated by highly experienced Network Geography Analysts.

Discover the Value of Superior IP Decisioning Data

Critical Decisioning 
Made Better
IP GeoPoint contributes important insights 
to decisioning flows that directly improve a 
wide range of critical business functions:

  IT Security – identifying potential threats 
and preventing access by unauthorized or 
suspect users

  Fraud Prevention – blocking or flagging 
potentially fraudulent or suspicious logins 
and transactions

  Legal and Compliance – restricting 
or blocking access to content by 
unauthorized users

  OTT and Streaming Media Content –  
ensuring eligibility for geographically 
licensed or otherwise limited content

  Gaming and Gambling – preventing 
access by users in restricted or non-
licensed locations

  Customer Experience and Marketing – 
enabling geographically localized content 
and enriching user insights

https://www.home.neustar/security-intelligence/ip-geopoint
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/insiders-guide-ip-geolocation-data
https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/insiders-guide-ip-geolocation-data
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Register here to get your FREE Developer Account.
For more information, call 1-855-898-0036 x4, email 
risk@team.neustar, or visit www.risk.neustar

LEARN MORE

A Valuable Sample of Superior  
IP Decisioning Data – FREE
With an IP GeoPoint Developer Account, you’ll experience first-hand how 
our IP decisioning data improves the outcomes of every user interaction 
for your enterprise and your users. You’ll gain immediate insights that are 
simply not available from other independent, non-invasive sources. And with 
Neustar’s deep expertise in IP data, you can be confident in unrivaled depth 
and accuracy.

A Developer Account provides access to six critical data points in two 
categories, for both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

Geographic and Related Data:
✔ Country – the country where the user’s device IP is located

✔  State – the state or province where the device IP is located (not 
available for all countries)

✔ City – the city for the device IP

✔ Postal Code – the postal code for the device IP, when available

✔  IP Routing Type – how the user’s device is accessing the Internet,  
such as fixed line, mobile gateway, or corporate proxy

Organization Data:
✔  Organization Data – the name of the organization responsible for the IP, 

such as Verizon or Comcast

Far more data in IP GeoPoint. These six data points enable you to 
evaluate IP GeoPoint for your applications – but the full product offers 
more than 40 data fields, with more detail and granularity as well as 
essential additional insights.

Full location data includes latitude and longitude, designated marketing area 
(DMA), and metropolitan statistical area (MSA). Organization data adds top 
and second level domains (TLD and SLD), organization type, carrier, and a 
home indicator. And proxy data identifies anonymizing proxies, with the type 
and status of the anonymizing connection, and specifies hosting facilities.

Data You Can Trust
IP GeoPoint delivers superior results thanks 
to the significant investment Neustar, a 
TransUnion company, has made in creating 
and continually improving the leading 
database for IP decisioning data:

  Universal. Covers 99.99% of all routable 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses

  Global. Supported by an active, worldwide 
data collection network

  Curated. Overseen by a specialized, 
experienced team of Network  
Geography Analysts

  Current. Continually refreshed to ensure 
up-to-date insights

  Tested. Informed by more than a decade 
of continuous refinement

  Privacy-friendly. Compliant with all global 
data privacy regulations

Easy to Access,  
Easy to Use
You can easily access IP GeoPoint data 
directly through a RESTful API interface to 
Neustar’s cloud-based solution, with virtually 
instantaneous response to queries.

You can complete up to 500 queries 
every day, each one returning all six data 
fields (when available). The data can be 
easily incorporated into new or existing 
decisioning workflows to drive rules-based 
outcomes for any incoming user.

https://ipintelligence.neustar.biz/apps/registration/?CL=gp.od.dev.nsr

